Directions to Field Camp from Ely, Nevada to Kalamazoo campground.

1.) Once in Ely travel through the city until you reach the intersection of W. Aultman and HWY 93. (E. Aultman Street and HWY 93). This is the starting point for your trip.

2.) Travel through the intersection east bound on Aultman. (Straight through.)

3.) Proceed on HWY 93 for 17 miles. At mile 11 you will come to the outskirts of McGill, Nevada. Beware! The speed limit drops to ~20 mph through McGill.

4.) Starting at the last building in McGill Travel another 4 to 4.5 miles to the Kalamazoo Summit Road (NFD - 427). See Figure 3 and 4.

5.) Turn right on to CR 29/Duck Creek Road/NV - 486. See Figure 5A and 5B. There is a small wooden sign announcing this turn off.

6.) Turn left on to the dirt road, NFD 427, See Figure 5A and 5B. There is a small wooden sign announcing this turn off. Continue on this road.

7.) Once you turn off onto the dirt road there will be a Quarry to your left. This is a better view of the quarry and the turn off at CR 29/Duck Creek Road/NV - 486. There is a green highway Forest service sign on the right side of the road at this intersection. It's most likely not marked and all the private property is visible. Turn right and stay on the main road. This is the entrance into camp.

8.) The first Y intersection is at mile 0.6. Stay on the main road but veer to the left fork (minor road with a cattle guard.) and the main road. This is the entrance into camp. Slow down. Camp is just around the bend. See Figures 7 and 8.

9.) Between mile 2.1 and 2.3 there will be a road cut on the left going into camp. Take the left fork at major Y intersections but stick to the main road.

10.) Between mile 3.1 to 3.2 there will be an aspen grove on your right, that follows the creek. Avoid this grove. This is a better view of the Grove. Notice the turn off at mile 3.2, left, into camp. There is a triangle shaped grassy field between the main road and the aspen grove. Drive down the road and park on the first open area on the right. Avoid this area as the road is muddy and the area is steep.

11.) At mile 3.2 is the turn off, left, into camp. There is a triangle shaped grassy field between the main road and the aspen grove. Drive down the road and park on the first open area on the right. Avoid this area as the road is muddy and the area is steep.

12.) As soon as you pass the Aspen Grove and veer left off the main road you'll see the port-a-toilets. See Figure 9 for a picture from several years ago that shows the road and entrance to camp. It's a good idea to make sure you have a fully charged cell phone and a full tank of gas before you enter camp. The road is narrow and winding. Watch out for rocks that have fallen into the road. Continue on this road.

Coming from Ruth on eastbound HWY 50.

1.) While traveling east on HWY 50 take the exit to U.S. 93 and NV 486.

2.) Travel through the intersection east bound on Aultman. (Straight through.)

3.) Proceed on HWY 93 for 17 miles. At mile 11 you will come to the outskirts of McGill, Nevada. Beware! The speed limit drops to ~20 mph through McGill.

4.) Starting at the last building in McGill Travel another 4 to 4.5 miles to the Kalamazoo Summit Road (NFD - 427). See Figure 3 and 4.

5.) Turn right on to CR 29/Duck Creek Road/NV - 486. See Figure 5A and 5B. There is a small wooden sign announcing this turn off.

6.) Turn left on to the dirt road, NFD 427, See Figure 5A and 5B. There is a small wooden sign announcing this turn off. Continue on this road.

7.) Once you turn off onto the dirt road there will be a Quarry to your left. This is a better view of the quarry and the turn off at CR 29/Duck Creek Road/NV - 486. There is a green highway Forest service sign on the right side of the road at this intersection. It's most likely not marked and all the private property is visible. Turn right and stay on the main road. This is the entrance into camp.

8.) The first Y intersection is at mile 0.6. Stay on the main road but veer to the left fork (minor road with a cattle guard.) and the main road. This is the entrance into camp. Slow down. Camp is just around the bend. See Figures 7 and 8.

9.) Between mile 2.1 and 2.3 there will be a road cut on the left going into camp. Take the left fork at major Y intersections but stick to the main road.

10.) Between mile 3.1 to 3.2 there will be an aspen grove on your right, that follows the creek. Avoid this grove. This is a better view of the Grove. Notice the turn off at mile 3.2, left, into camp. There is a triangle shaped grassy field between the main road and the aspen grove. Drive down the road and park on the first open area on the right. Avoid this area as the road is muddy and the area is steep.

11.) At mile 3.2 is the turn off, left, into camp. There is a triangle shaped grassy field between the main road and the aspen grove. Drive down the road and park on the first open area on the right. Avoid this area as the road is muddy and the area is steep.

12.) As soon as you pass the Aspen Grove and veer left off the main road you'll see the port-a-toilets. See Figure 9 for a picture from several years ago that shows the road and entrance to camp. It's a good idea to make sure you have a fully charged cell phone and a full tank of gas before you enter camp. The road is narrow and winding. Watch out for rocks that have fallen into the road. Continue on this road.